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Brother mystified over Penngrove killing
Man describes details
of ‘senseless, tragic’ slaying
of sister, 84, at their home
By JULIE JOHNSON
T H E P RE S S D E MO C RAT

Olga
Dinelli
Slain Penngrove
woman is shown
in her 20s

Seated on a sunny bench by the
open kitchen door of his rural Penngrove home, Larry Dinelli said his
trusting and outgoing sister would
have happily opened the door to anyone who knocked, if the door was

even closed at all.
Olga Dinelli, 84, spent her life at
the family’s 1910 farmhouse, where
she helped raise her nephew and
could look out at her meticulously
groomed rosebushes from the kitchen window as she cooked Italian
classics like pasta and meatballs.
“She is this home,” Larry Dinelli,
75, said. “Part of this home is gone.
And there is no reason for it.”
Larry Dinelli said he was told his
sister was tied to a chair and shot
in the head as unknown intruders
Thursday ransacked their rural

Rose Avenue home. He said the intruders opened every drawer, dumping even T-shirts and socks onto the
floor, and left in a car they took from
the garage with jewelry, his tax returns and other such items he said
had little to no monetary value.
“If I was here, could I have helped
or would I have been killed, too?”
said Larry Dinelli, who was visiting
a friend when his sister was killed.
“It’s just sad that there are people
in the world like that. Senseless and
tragic.”
Dinelli said he does not recognize

the names of the two men authorities have so far identified as suspects
in his sister’s killing. He said he does
not know why they would target
their home.
John Bruno Martinez, 27, of Richmond was scheduled to be arraigned
in Sonoma County Superior Court
today on charges of murder, assault,
weapon possession, conspiracy and
receiving stolen property, records
show.
Another suspect was being held at
an Arizona jail.
TURN TO KILLING, PAGE A5

Sonoma West Medical Center officials plan to move beyond
traditional services at Palm Drive site, focus on ‘entrepreneurial’ model

Hospital overhaul

Benjamin Netanyahu

Obama
plays
down
rancor
President, Netanyahu
disclaim animosity even as
they defend stances on Iran
By PETER BAKER
NEW YO R K T I M ES

KENT PORTER / The Press Democrat

CONSTRUCTION ZONE: Sonoma West Medical Center CEO Raymond Hino emerges from a construction area Monday at the shuttered Palm Drive Hospital in
Sebastopol. For more photos from the project, go to pressdemocrat.com.
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ne of the first things you’ll notice
about the future Sonoma West
Medical Center are the new floors,
revamped medical station, reconfigured
patient rooms and donated artwork
adorning the newly painted walls at the
shuttered Sebastopol facility.
Less visible, however, is a plan to revive
the former Palm Drive Hospital by making it into something much more than a
traditional acute care inpatient hospital,
a model that has failed twice, resulting in
two Chapter 9 bankruptcies.
Far more crucial than the sprucing-up
currently underway is an effort to create
“centers of excellence” in such areas as
neurology, orthopedics and a brain and
spine institute, to name a few. Think of
a mini-Kaiser model where the hospital
manages facilities, billing and collections,

allowing doctors to do what they do best.
“We’re looking at it from a more
entrepreneurial point of view,” said Gail
Thomas, president of the Palm Drive
Health Care Foundation, the organization spearheading the new Sonoma West
Medical Center.
“We basically came up with a model
from the doctors,” she said. “The physicians said ‘This is what we would like.’ ”
The foundation and hospital supporters hope the centers of excellence will
provide supportive revenues that will
help cover the cost of traditional hospital
services, such as inpatient medical-surgical services, the intensive care unit and
the emergency department.
These traditional services on their own
cannot compete with the county’s three
major hospitals, Sutter Regional Hospital, Kaiser Permanente Medical Center
and Memorial Hospital, said Ray Hino,
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BIG CHANGES AHEAD
The former Palm Drive Hospital is
expected to open as Sonoma West
Medical Center next month. Plans
for the facility include “centers of
excellence” in such areas as neurology
and orthopedics and a brain and spine
institute; a “no-wait” emergency
department, 18 single-bed rooms
and a room-service-style cafeteria.

Court rejects sex-offender restrictions
Blanket lifetime residency
limits in San Diego case said
to infringe on ‘liberty, privacy’
By SUDHIN THANAWALA
ASSOCIATED P RE S S

SAN FRANCISCO — State
corrections officials cannot
impose blanket lifetime restrictions on where sex offenders may live, the California Supreme Court ruled
Monday in a case challenging

a voter-approved measure that
prohibits sex offenders from
living within 2,000 feet of a
school or park.
The court restricted its decision to San Diego County, where
the case originated. But the
ruling has potential statewide
impact, with lawsuits in other
counties likely, said Laurie Levenson, a criminal law professor
at Loyola Law School.
“There’s every reason to believe in other large urban areas you’re going to find similar
problems, which is that there is

simply no place for these people
to go,” Levenson said.
The court said the blanket
restriction violates the constitutional rights of sex offenders
in San Diego County by limiting their access to housing, increasing the incidence of homelessness and depriving them of
access to services such as psychological counseling that are
available to all parolees.
It also made it more difficult
for law enforcement officials
to monitor sex offenders in the
county, the court said.

“Blanket enforcement of the
residency restrictions against
these parolees has ... infringed
their liberty and privacy interests, however limited, while
bearing no rational relationship
to advancing the state’s legitimate goal of protecting children
from sexual predators,” the
court said in its unanimous decision.
The court did not strike down
the law itself, saying sex offenders could still be forced to
live more than 2,000 feet from
TURN TO OFFENDER, PAGE A5

WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama and Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel offered radically divergent
approaches to the perils of a
nuclear-armed Iran on Monday
even as they tried to cool down
the
personal nature of a WHERE
long-distance TO WATCH
dispute
that Netanyahu’s
has
inflamed address of
relations
be- Congress can be
tween the Unit- seen at 7:45 a.m.
ed States and today on C-SPAN.
Israel for more
than a month.
On the eve of Netanyahu’s
hotly debated address to Congress, the two leaders separately
disclaimed personal animosity
while laying out what amounts
to the biggest policy schism
between the two countries in
years. Obama defended his diplomatic efforts to negotiate a
deal with Iran while Netanyahu
presented them as dangerously
naïve.
“I have a moral obligation to
speak up in the face of these
dangers while there is still time
to avert them,” Netanyahu told
TURN TO OBAMA, PAGE A5
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